
Logistical Solutions, Coast To Coast



Seamlessly move your freight across the nation
LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS, COAST TO COAST

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
We leverage our logistics technology and partner with you to 

create industry-specific solutions, custom fit your business.

PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE OF LOGISTICS
We’ve invested significantly in innovative technologies that connect 

us to one another and the transportation and logistics ecosystem 
as a whole.

WHERE WE SERVICE 

From the Statue of Liberty to the Golden Gate Bridge, we’re 
proud to offer our services throughout the nation. With a network 
of 1400 carrier partners across the USA, we can connect you with 

the partners you need to successfully deliver your goods. 

REAL-TIME SHIPMENT VISIBILITY 

Connected to the IoT and coupled with AI, our TMS not only 
provides complete shipment visibility from the first mile to the last, 

but we also predict in-transit disruptions and pro-actively 
determine the best course of action.



FULL TRUCKLOAD LESS THAN
TRUCKLOAD

SPECIALIZED INTERMODAL TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

AIR & OCEAN SHOW FREIGHT LAST MILE
SERVICE
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Our network of carefully vetted carrier partners provide 
you with access to several thousand contracted assets 
across the US each day to maximize your truckload 
capacity.

TRAILER POOLING AND POWER ONLY 

We customize pool and power programs that leverage our 
carrier partners, effectively improve your shipping and 
receiving metrics, and keep our driver’s wheels turning to 
create efficiency in your supply chain.

HIGH-VOLUME CAPACITY SOLUTIONS

F

FULL TRUCKLOAD
Leverage Our Entire Network 

EXPEDITED FTL

When time is of the essence, our FTL option gets your 
freight to its destination without making unnecessary 
stops and ensuring on-time delivery.



Small Shipments, Flexible Solutions

Every LTL shipment is different. We factor in the weight, 
dimension, density, distance and commodity to ensure 
you get the best rate for your portion of trailer space. 

MONITOR AND TRACK YOUR GOODS 

Take advantage of our advanced TMS and get real-time 
status updates on your shipments, track equipment, 
driver activities, and location.

LESS THAN TRUCKLOAD 
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ACCOUNT-SPECIFIC PRICING
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A slight change in temperature can impact the quality and 
safety of your shipment. In our network, your 
temperature-controlled loads are monitored consistently 
to ensure each shipment is delivered in optimal condition.

INCREASE YOU SHELF LIFE

Get your temperature-controlled FTL and LTL shipments 
to their destination on time and at the right temperature, 
ensuring the longest shelf life for your products and 
efficiency in your supply chain. 

SET TO YOUR TEMPERATURE CONTROL NEEDS

Maintain The Integrity Of Your 
Temperature-controlled Products

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED

FRUITS • VEGETABLES • SEAFOOD • MEATS • DAIRY PRODUCTS • MEDICAL SUPPLIES • PHARMACEUTICALS • CHEMICAL MATERIALS  



Hauling Your Specialized Freight Across The USA

XL

SPECIALIZED FREIGHT



Your over-dimension and heavy weight loads deserve to 
be handled with extreme care. We employ a team of 
experts who ensure your loads are properly routed, 
permitted, secured, and safely delivered.

PROTECT YOUR CARGO

Moving cargo internationally is safer and more efficient 
than ever but accidents can happen while in transit. With 
our insurance coverage capabilities, you can rest assured 
that your high-value cargo will always be protected. 

XL
48/53FT TANDEM FLATBED

48/53FT TRI-AXEL FLATBED

48/53FT QUAD-AXEL FLATBED

48/53FT STEP DECK

60 FT (28FT 32FT) B-TRAIN

DOUBLE DROP TRAILER -RGN

FLATBED ROLLITE

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
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Go Further With Intermodal

Leverage intermodal rail services in your supply chain and 
get a more cost-effective and environmentally-friendly 
options for your shipments. 

FREIGHT EFFICIENCY 

High volume capacity, trailer pooling, full 53' utilization, 
shipment tracking and experienced transportation 
management aren't diluted when you take advantage of 
rail. Our seasoned team can suggest intermodal solutions 
the can be used effectively to enhance your logistics 
strategy.

DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE

Need your goods to be transported to a warehouse, port, 
DC or intermodal yard? Our network of drayage drivers 
are certified to enter all Canadian and US freight storage 
areas.

INTERMODAL 

LOWER COSTS AND EMISSIONS WITH INTERMODAL 
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International Shipping Around The Globe 

Need to get your high-valued or time-sensitive items 
across the globe as quickly as possible? Fast track your 
shipments with our air freight option. We have an 
experienced and dedicated team who contracts with the 
world's leading air carriers and our international partners 
to reliably deliver your shipments to their international 
destinations. 

OCEAN FREIGHT

We connect you with the entire globe by providing you 
access to the world's largest container lines and network 
of international partners. We provide flexible FCL and 
LCL delivery that optimizes your supply chain and assists 
you in achieving your logistics goals.

AIR FREIGHT

AIR AND OCEAN 



Get Your Show On The Road

STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE

Make sure any mishap, misroute or mistake is caught in an 
instant. With our 24-hour shipment tracking system, 

you’ll be able to track and trace your goods while on the 
road, one show to the next. 

Simplifying the show freight process starts with planning 
ahead. Our experienced logistics specialists work with 

your team to create multiple customized strategies based 
on your event schedule to maximize efficiency.

PLANNING AHEAD 

LM

SHOW FREIGHT 

ON-SITE COORDINATION

Need help once you’re at your venue? We’re able to 
provide freight and logistics coordinators on-site to plan, 

place and re-position production components where they 
need to go. 
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LAST MILE SERVICE 

MEET THE NEEDS

With the growing need for last mile delivery, our service is 
designed to meet the demands and challenges of the 
industry by implementing the right technology, increasing 
real-time visibility and optimizing routes. 

FASTER FULFILLMENT, ACCURATE DELIVERY

Why choose between quality or cost when you can have 
both. With access to trusted and vetted carrier partners, 
you can expect cost-effective, faster and accurate 
deliveries. 

From The First Mile To The Last


